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 IntRoduCtIon

the Student Senate is the chief representative 
body of the students of rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute (rPI). comprised of elected senators 
and appointed representatives, the Student 
Senate strives to enhance the rensselaer 
Student experience both during their years of 
study at rensselaer and after their graduation. 
Inherit to the responsibility of the Student 
Senate is the promotion of the Student experi-
ence, provide input on rPI’s ability to attract 
and retain new students, and to ensure the 
continued excellence of rPI.

on october 17, 2011, the Student Senate 
responded to concerns regarding the current 
state and direction of the institute with a 
motion (printed below) presented by russell 
brown, '14, and seconded by Jessica Jones.

Whereas as members of the RPI com-
munity have expressed concern about 
the current state and direction of the 
institute

Whereas the Student Senate is charged 
with representing the student body and 
protecting the student experience

the student senate resolves to create an 
ad-hoc committee to investigate the cur-
rent state and direction of the institute.

This committee should bring a report of 
their investigation to the Student Senate 
no later than Nov 14th 2011 (amended on 
11/14/11 to extend the charge of the com-
mittee to the end of the calendar year.)

citing concerns raised by students, faculty 
and other members of the rPI community, 
the Student Senate resolved to investigate 
the concerns, paying particular attention to 
the impact of such issues on students.

Since students have a vested interest in the 
continued success of rPI, the Student Sen-
ate motivation behind the report is solely to 
improve rPI for students, both for the present 
and future.

“I have established a school at 
the north end of Troy…for 
the purpose of instructing 
persons, who may choose 
to apply themselves, in the 
application of science to the 
common purposes of life.”

— Stephen van Rensselaer,
5 November 1824
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It should also be noted that, while this report 
intends to be a strong representation of the 
current state of rPI, due to the constraints 
on student access to data and information 
sources and inability to directly quote many 
sources due to requests of anonymity, this 
report should not be considered a full analysis 
of the current state of the Institute. rather, it 
has been produced as an internal document 
to the Student Senate in order to form the 
basis for recommendations and actions mov-
ing forward.

as information continues to come to light 
regarding the current state of rensselaer, it 
is the intent of the committee to continue to 
update this report. to this end, we would wel-
come any additional comments or testimony 
that may strengthen the breadth, depth, and 
completeness of our findings. comments may 
be submitted digitally to gm@rpi.edu or in per-
son to any member of the Student Senate.

In this report, the Student Senate seeks to 
present the results of an unbiased investigation 
into the current state of rensselaer followed 
by conclusions based on these findings for 
the continued excellence of rPI. the report 
is broken into four major sections: Programs 
& Initiatives; Institutional rankings; Work 
environment and the academic climate; and 
Institutional finance. following these sections, 
the Student Senate will present its position 
statement and recommendations which were 
passed in a motion on 28 november 2011.
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one of the most integral ways to affect the stu-
dent experience in college at an administrative 
level is through the creation of programs and 
initiatives. for colleges around the world this 

“residential college” model has been used to 
foster community growth, creation of a diverse 
culture, and provide a full educational experi-
ence. Within the time frame of the Rensselaer 
Plan, student life programs have changed in 
structure, direction, and scope as new services 
were provided to students and new ideas came 
to fruition. this portion of the document will 

outline the changes that have occurred dur-
ing this recent transition and how they have 
impacted student life at rPI. 

for the purposes of this discourse, the Student 
Senate study begins in the summer of 2000 at 
the start of the Rensselaer Plan. this starting 
point was selected for the previous state of the 
institute with regards to programs and initia-
tives is not strongly documented in literature. 
the overall uS news best colleges ranking 
(undergraduate) was much lower in 2000 
than in 2010, however it is hard to make an 
assessment of student experience over a rank-
ing which does not take into account defined 
factors and interrelations. the Rensselaer Plan 
was an attempt to make the school on par with 
other medium sized research institutes. to 
quote from the current online version of the 
plan, the goals of the Rensselaer Plan are “to 
achieve greater prominence in the 21st century 
as a top-tier world-class technological research 
university with global reach and global impact” 
[1]. these goals are split into the categories 
of: education, research enterprise, Scientific 
and technological entrepreneurship, diversity, 
communities, and enabling activities. these 
goals tie in to the actual changes that were 
made to help reach them. to assess how effec-
tive the programs have been, metrics used in 
Performance Planning material are used.  

I. pRogRamS and 
InItIatIveS

“I am inclined to believe that 
competent instructors may 
be produced in the school 
at Troy who will be highly 
useful to the community in the 
diffusion of a very useful kind of 
knowledge, with its application 
to the business of living.”

— Stephen van Rensselaer,
5 November 1824
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were to promote communiversity, media and 
the arts, leadership, personal and professional 
development. these are the topics used in 
programming in residence halls to bring the 
resources available at rPI to the students. the 
claSS program aimed to create a clustered 
learning environment where the programming 
space would also support the programs goals 
to reach; this was set up structurally by requir-
ing the first-year and sophomore students to 
live on campus. these changes stem from an 
original assessment of “residential college” 
style living. the benchmarking institutions 
we used were yale, dartmouth, middlebury, 
uPenn and lehigh [4]. the models of each of 
these colleges are slightly different, but they 
all contain common areas and differentiated 
hall or house systems as part of a bigger whole 
campus system. these different houses or halls 
provide a way to distribute resources widely 
and facilitate inter-personal learning and com-
munication. In the claSS benchmarking docu-
ment, there were common elements between 
the schools visited which lead to suggestions 
for the program’s structure. Integration of the 
deans with the students, and the lifestyle 
of the residence halls with the “academic 
portfolio” was paramount. also, “a proactive 
customer service mentality involving all staff” 
was listed. these are the experience-based 
goals of claSS, and this is where the most 
work is needed [4].

Plan Priorities

the CLaSS InItIatIVe
the first change to mention is the claSS 
initiative. claSS stands for clustered learn-
ing, advocacy, and Support for Students. It is 
an initiative which Student life under eddie 
knowles first implemented which builds on the 
first year experience, elevates the quality of 
the student experience; draws together faculty, 
student life professionals, upper-class and 
graduate students as a support team, redefines 
and expands living and learning communities 
and finally integrates 
greek life and off-
campus students 
while adapting facili-
ties to a new cluster 
model. the first year 
experience office was 
created in 2001, and 
was charged with 

“nurturing student 
excellence, build-
ing community, and 
helping students 
succeed” [2]. the 
claSS Initiative 
builds on the safety 
net provided by the 
first year experience 
and Student orien-
tation, and helps to 
support the student 
through the upper 
class years. this is 
all achieved through 
the resident assistant, resident director, and 
learning assistant model and corresponding 
coordinating staff members. 

to look at the changes that the claSS initiative 
has brought about, let’s first look at the most 
recent Performance Plan for guiding “we will” 
statements to outline the purpose of the claSS 
initiative. the two main statements which ap-
ply to the claSS Initiative are: 1) “engage 
students in collaborative learning experiences” 
and 2) “enliven campus life.” the goals of the 
claSS Initiative as applied to Student life 

SourCeS

“the 1. Rensselaer Plan” rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. http://
www.rpi.edu/president/plan/ accessed 11/11/2011.

heffner, Samuel f. “renaissance at rensselaer: a President, a 2. 
Plan, a university transformed.” rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 
2011. accessed 11/9/2011.

“Student life Proposed Performance Plan fiscal year 2012” rens-3. 
selaer Polytechnic Institute, 2011. accessed 11/11/2011.

“the claSS Initiative: benchmarking and Preliminary results.” 4. 
President’s retreat, the Sagamore resort. July 2008.

“uS colleges news ranking: rensselaers overall Institutional 5. 
research, office of the Provost, rPI. Website. http://.u/node/88 
accessed 11/11/2011.

The CLASS 
Initiative 

builds on the 
safety net 

provided by 
the First Year 

Experience 
and Student 
Orientation, 

and helps 
to support 

the student 
through the 
upper class 

years.
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BIoteChnoLogy Center & 
InformatIon teChnoLogy 
InItIatIVeS
beyond the student experience, we needed 
to move forward to the forefront of research. 
one of the newest research fields was bio-
technology. this opportunity along with the 
general need recognized for an increase in the 
facilities available for research at rPI lead to 
the building of the center for biotechnology 
and Interdisciplinary Studies in 2004, also 
known as the biotechnology building which 
cost $82 million dollars to build. the goals 
in the fy12 Student life Performance Plan 
were to  increase the ability for students to 
both present research and interact with oth-
ers’ research, and to increase employers in 
that field. the 218,000 square foot building 
does not directly relate to those goals, but 
may assist in the recognition of the institute 
by multinational companies which could allow 
students the possibility for better access to 
jobs and other resources, although this is not 
assured. this push into a field is organized 
by the office of research, which was created 
through the Rensselaer Plan. 

fIrSt year experIenCe & 
Student orIentatIon
the Rensselaer Plan also created the first 
year experience office, and an enriched Stu-
dent orientation program. the main changes 
were in the philosophy and structure of the 
program. the students were contacted much 
before they came to rPI, through social media 
and the Internet. the navigating rensselaer 
and beyond aims to create affinity groups, or 
small friend-groups which share a common 
interest and experiences which create a initial 
social nucleus for integration into rensselaer. 
this transitions into the claSS model as the 
student gets used to the school, and the safety 
net is provided. 

experImentaL medIa and 
performIng artS Center
finally, the Rensselaer Plan also created the 
experimental media and Performing arts center 
(emPac). Part of the initial focus of research 
and development that spawned the biotech 
center, emPac was created. the goal of these 

interdisciplinary creations was to “work at the 
intersections of disciplines and forge excit-
ing individual and political contexts in which 
they will be expected to lead.” this creation 
was meant to host on-campus events as a 
performance space for all media, from within 
the campus and from outside. this provides 
students with a way to experience a cultural 
diversity which will create a more complete 
student experience.

ComputatIonaL Center for 
nanoteChnoLogy InnoVatIonS
one of the less widely spoken of changes from 
the Rensselaer Plan is the computational cen-
ter for nanotechnology Innovations (ccnI). the 
ccnI is a large supercomputer worth over $100 
million, and was a project between rPI, new 
york State, and Ibm. this provides a structural 
background for the research initiatives that are 
also being started in other initiatives. 

eaSt CampuS athLetIC VILLage
finally, the east campus athletic village (ecav) 
was created to help create a complete student 
experience at rPI, especially for the athletes. 
this is a great way to view rensselaer’s sports, 
as well as better practice facilities for the sports 
team members. the construction of ecav 
began in 2007 and cost $92 million. 

Plan Implementation

reSearCh & SChoLarShIp
the Rensselaer Plan included a remarkable 
push to be on the front lines of research with 
global and industrial implications. there have 
been facilities built to support student and 
faculty interaction, but the accessibility of 
these buildings for students (biotechnology 
building, emPac) have been in question.

phySICaL InfraStruCture
along with the infrastructural changes outlined 
in the above Plan Priorities section, we also 
saw upgrades to the Physical Plant.
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rankings are a method by which rPI can 
compare itself with other institutes in an at-
tempt to obtain an objective view on the state 
of the institute. most literature today ques-
tions the significance and impact of ratings, 
several of which argue rankings have very little 

impact rather than beyond the quantity and 
quality of applicants. however, rankings can 
indicate deeper problems or strengths. often, 
in fact, the battle to “play the rankings game” 
in an attempt to increase rankings causes 
make questionable prioritization decisions. 
this section contains an overview of recent 
changes in rPI’s rankings, what they mean 
for the school, how they impact the student 
experience, and what rPI is doing in response 
to these changes.

changes

In the past 10 years, rPI’s US News and World 
Report ranking has risen fairly consistently. 
In the past year, however, rPI’s ranking has 
fallen dramatically. While rPI has consistently 
been given the high honor of being in the top 
50 schools in the nation since dr. Jackson 
became president, this year’s drop put that 
in jeopardy. 

the chart to the left shows the changes in rPI’s 
overall US News and World Report rankings 
over the past 12 years. this year, rPI fell from 
41st to being tied with 2 others for 50th. this 
puts rPI onto the third page of the college 
rankings Website, which will potentially impact 
applicant numbers.

upon analyzing the ratings data, the cause for 
the rankings drop was primarily rPI’s “faculty 
resources rank.” as its name suggests, this 
rank is an indication of the resources rPI 
gives to its faculty members. It is comprised 

II. InStItutIonal 
RankIngS

“My principal object 
is, to qualify teachers for 
instructing…in the application 
of experimental chemistry, 
philosophy and natural history, 
to agriculture, domestic economy, 
the arts and manufactures.”

— Stephen van Rensselaer,
5 November 1824

This chart shows the changes in our overall US News and World Report Rankings 
over the past 12 years. This year we fell from 41st to being tied with 2 others for 
50th. This put us onto the third page of the College Rankings Website.

Chart showing RPI’s 
uS news and World 
Report rankings from 
1999–2011
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of factors such as class sizes, student-faculty 
ratio, and faculty salaries. this category score 
fell by 33 points. because US News and World 
Report does not give detailed information 
on this calculation, one can only speculate 
on the causes of this drop. however, rPI’s 
faculty to student ratio and class sizes are 
both at the higher (worse) end of rensselaer’s 
market basket. as seen in the graph to the 
right, rPI’s overall student to faculty ratio 
is 16-1 as compared to the market basket 
average of 13-1.

engIneerIng SChooL
While rPI’s overall ranking has gone up over 
the past 11 years, the School of engineering 
has not. as seen in the graph below from in-
stitutional research, rPI’s engineering school 
ranking been steadily declining. In the past 
11 years, the engineering school has dropped 
a total of 20 places.

this clearly shows a lack of focus on our core-
competency as we have sought to expand our 
scope as an institution. beyond the problems 
this implies for the students in the engineering 
school, this trend has lead many of our alumni 
to believe that engineering is not a priority for 
the school and left them feeling disheartened 
and un-invested. 

Implications

appLICatIonS
according to several 
studies, the largest 
impact on a school 
which rankings have 
is on the applicant 
pool. one such study 
has found that for 
every one place a 
school drops in the 
rankings, the ap-
plicant pool drops 
.9%. beyond this, 
the biggest drops in 
applicant pools come 
when a school moves 
from one page of the 
US News and World 
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as carey outlines, rankings can often lead col-
leges to make decisions that negatively impact 
the quality of the educational experience.

one possible example of this alignment of 
priorities to meet rankings categories is the 
limiting of class sizes. for the Spring 2012 
semester, many classes previously capped at 
25, 30 or even more students are now capped 
at 19 students. deans were directed to instate 
this change in order to increase the number 
of classes that rPI offers with less than 20 

students, a key met-
ric in the uS news 
ranking system. the 
direct effect of this 
mandate has resulted 
in several outcomes. 
first, it decreases the 
number of choices 
for students, which 
has negative effects 
on morale. Second, 
and more importantly, 
students registering 
for classes are finding 
that they are unable 
to register for the 
classes they need. 
many students at 
rPI are involved with 
heavily structured 
programs that have a 
stringent prerequisite- 
driven sequence. the 

inability for a student to register for a class in 
the given semester may cause the student to 
fall behind in the prerequisites, leading to a 
delayed graduation date. In some programs, the 
number of sections has increased to compen-
sate for the decrease in seats in each individual 
section. unfortunately, this requires additional 
faculty to cover the additional sections, and 
as discussed elsewhere, quality faculty at 
rPI have been harder to come by, which has 
manifested itself in a five-fold increase in the 
number of faculty with masters degrees from 
13 in 2009 to 72 in 2010. the initiative to 
reduce class sizes exacerbates rPI’s issues 
with faculty quantity and quality.

Report website to the next. In the latest US 
News and World Report, rPI has moved from 
the second, to third page. beyond this, rPI 
is at risk of falling out of the symbolically 
important “top 50 colleges.” this may have 
a significant impact on the size and quality of 
the applicant pool in the coming years which 
will, alone, negatively impact rankings.

Perhaps the most concerning impact of this 
change, however, is in the actions rPI is tak-
ing to resolve it.

prIorItIeS
according to kevin carey, writing for council 
for advancement and Support of education’s 
currents: 

ninety-five percent of the rankings are 
based directly or indirectly on just three 
factors: wealth, fame, and exclusivity. as a 
result, institutions are focusing inordinate 
attention on fundraising, marketing, and 
attracting faculty with outsized scholarly 
reputations-at the expense of the core 
missions of access and undergraduate 
learning. (carey, “beat them,” 50.)
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While rPI’s initiative to reduce class sizes by 
capping classes at 19 seats has the potential 
to improve rPI’s “faculty resource ranking,” 
it has caused a headache for many students 
attempting to register for these now smaller 
classes. While the initiative may address rank-
ing issues short term, the long term impact will 
lead to unsatisfied students, disenfranchised 
alumni, and will ultimately harm the brand 
of rensselaer. the faculty resource ranking 
must be addressed through hiring and retain-
ing faculty.

SourCeS

http://www-personal.umich.edu/~bastedo/papers/bowmanbastedo.
reshe2009.pdf

http://leadershiparticles.info/2011/09/salience-in-quality-disclosure-
evidence-from-the-u-s-news-college-rankings/ 

http://www.centerforcollegeaffordability.org/uploads/college_rank-
ings_history.pdf
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Since its inception, rPI has always prided 
itself on the quality of its faculty and teach-
ers. because of the critical roles that faculty 
play for students, as educators and mentors, 
it is essential that rPI faculty are not only 
academically qualified, but also confident 
about their ability to do the job, comfortable 
in their working environment, and committed 
to the Institute and its students. the Student 
Senate, being tasked with ensuring the quality 
of the student experience, is therefore inter-
ested in making sure that rPI’s faculty have 
access to the tools needed to perform their 
jobs effectively.

faculty climate

based on a review of relevant literature, a 
number of “best practices” were explored. 
Prevalent in the majority of these sources was 
an indication that: (a) faculty productivity was 
linked to a sense of well being, and (b) the 
prime factor in whether or not a faculty mem-
ber felt satisfied at their place of employment 
centered around their ability to do their job 
well (Johnsrud, 1998) (Perry, 2000). this need 
surpasses financial compensation as a long 
term motivator (moore, 1993). a multitude 
of sources indicated that there is a level of 
trepidation that arises when a faculty member 
is unable to influence the policies which shape 
their ability to reach these goals. Inability to 
reach this end is tied to an increased likeli-
hood for departure and poor productivity (Zhou, 
2000). It has also been noted that faculty 

members tend to have the most confidence 
with leaders closest to them (i.e. department 
heads, Provosts and deans) (Johnsrud, 1994). 
It is appropriate to extrapolate from the above 
listed trends that these relationships can be 
viewed as a method of influencing policy around 
them, which in turn highlights the need for 
solid and consistent relationships between 
faculty and their supervisors.

faculty Perception

the following section illustrates Institute 
perceptions amongst the faculty, and serves 
as an indication of current faculty morale. 
While unanimous agreement with regard to 
implemented policies is unobtainable, these 
indications of faculty confidence and percep-
tions represents an important component of a 
comprehensive assessment of the Institute.

among faculty interviewed, a number of opin-
ions were raised. these ranged from issues with 
specific internal practices, to broader concerns 
about the direction of the Institute. Specific 
concerns were articulated relating to: rPI’s 
purchasing policy; the leadership and influ-
ence of the human resources department; a 
perceived decline in focus on the wellbeing of 
some departments; policy changes that occur 
as the result of installing new deans; and the 
lack of faculty access (through intermediaries 
or otherwise) to senior administrators who can 
act on faculty concerns, to name a few. many 
opinions were expressed on very specific is-

III. WoRk envIRonment 
& aCademIC CultuRe
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sues, only the most pressing of which could 
be examined in this report. these data were 
gathered from active faculty members on 
campus. due to requests for anonymity, no 
sources of these issues are disclosed.

members of the faculty indicated dissatisfac-
tion about the state of internal management 
of the Institute—the way in which policies 
impacting the faculty 
are developed, aired, 
and implemented—
as an issue of con-
tinuing frustration. 
as we could find no 
evidence that exit 
interviews are con-
ducted with departing 
rPI faculty members 
and no past faculty 
members were con-
tacted, it cannot be 
objectively stated to 
what degree this feel-
ing would influence 
a faculty member’s 
departure decision. 
Qualitat ive take-
aways from conver-
sations, however, 
indicate that most 
faculty members felt these issues of internal 
management were present to a greater degree at 
rensselaer than at comparable institutes. the 
academic environment was cited as a factor for 
retention. faculty felt the disbandment of the 
faculty Senate, and the delay in reinstating 
an analog exacerbates the above concerns of 
influence on policy. In the absence of a faculty 
Senate, faculty clearly felt concerned about 
their ability to effect changes to alleviate these 
issues, and felt that many of these issues were 
being overlooked. 

another discovery of note is that many faculty 
members interviewed had indicated a desire 
to remain anonymous, citing the possibility of 
action against them as a result. root causes 
for this seemed to stem from faculty/staff 
departures and other actions in which the 

reasons were reported to be clashes with the 
administration, but for which, in most cases, 
very few details were released. 

opinions on the outlook of rensselaer tended to 
vary amongst departments. those involved with 
aspects of the Rensselaer Plan tended to view 
the outlook more favorably, which is a credit to 
the fulfillment of the goals outlined, as noted 
by the positive comments from david Spooner, 
interim dean of the School of Science. 

hiring Practices

hiring for new deans took place extensively 
from “outside” candidates. While this did not 
seem to affect faculty in the sense that they 
felt overlooked for the position, there was a 
clear frustration for the learning curve that 
these individuals had to endure—particularly 
given the high rate of turnover among the 
deans—that someone from within the com-
munity would not have

faculty retention effects 
on Student academics

concerns were raised regarding the student-
to-faculty ratio. as the student-to-faculty ratio 
has gradually declined, particularly in certain 
schools and departments, faculty have cited the 
ratio as making it difficult to maintain a healthy 
balance between research and academics. It 
should also be noted that the ratio varies greatly 
from program to program (most notably being 
40:1 in the mane department). this has led 
to a diminishing number of specialty courses 
being offered, offering advanced students less 
opportunity to differentiate in the later stages 
of their education.

data

the number of tenure track faculty has been de-
clining somewhat steadily since 2004. as seen 
in the graphs below, this decrease in tenured/
tenure tracked faculty has been coupled with 
a decrease in the number of doctoral faculty 
and an increase in the number of faculty with 
masters degrees.

Many faculty 
members 

interviewed 
had indicated 

a desire 
to remain 

anonymous, 
citing the 
possibility 

of action 
against them 

as a result.
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conclusions

the committee believes that there is a wide-
spread positive view of many of the changes 
enacted at rensselaer under the current ad-
ministration’s guidance, which represents a 
significant source of pride for the Institute. 
faculty members acknowledge these positive 
changes that have been enacted, and the 

more positive outlook of departments that 
have seen more directly the benefits of the 
Rensselaer Plan is indicative of the success 
of such efforts.

however, one of the clearest and most critical 
issues that needs to be addressed is the obvi-
ous disconnect between the administration 
and the faculty which it governs. faculty feel 
that there is little awareness of their concerns, 
that there are few, if any, viable channels for 
voicing these concerns to the administration, 
and, in many cases, that they can expect 
negative repercussions for trying to raise these 
concerns, particularly when it would contradict 
or highlight problems with policies currently in 
place. as evidence of the validity of this latter 
concern, some faculty attributed the departure 
of key persons in administrative positions to 
these types of internal political repercussions. 
this perception serves to undermine confidence 
in the ability of existing channels to implement 
effective and necessary changes.

the committee must note that the widespread 
feeling of unease amongst the faculty, coupled 
with cost of hiring new faculty, as well as the 
realization that 42% of faculty leave to pursue 
greater opportunity, represents a difficult situ-
ation for rensselaer. additionally, the drastic 
S/f ratio in core departments such as mane is 
troubling; for many, it is indicative of a decrease 
in emphasis being placed on core disciplines 
at rensselaer, disciplines which attract some 
of our best students, and which have produced 
some of our most active alumni. the commit-
tee would recommend further study in order to 
investigate the implications this climate has 
in regards to attracting future students, stu-
dent retention, and student intention to enter 
graduate education at rensselaer. additionally, 
the investigation what impact this atmosphere 
has on alumni giving seems merited.

the committee recommends that significant 
effort be spent addressing the concerns of the 
faculty. Without the ability to draw conclusions 
about individual inputs, the committee makes 
no statement in regard to validity of the faculty 
concerns described above, but does conclu-
sively acknowledge that the climate that has 
been generated is not in the best interest of 
the Institute. the administration has chosen 
to bring the institute through a significant 
transformation, and has had to do so in difficult 

Total Number of Facul-
ty and the breakdown 
of their degrees and 
positions, '03–'11.

Number of Tenure/
Tenure-Track Faculty, 
1990–2010.
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disenfranchised. If this is allowed to continue, 
the academic wellbeing of the institute, and 
therefore its ability to attract and retain stu-
dents, as well as to produce active alumni who 
look favorably on their time at rensselaer, will 
be negatively affected in a significant manner. 
the committee views remedial action in this 
area as a necessary step in ensuring that the 
positive benefits of the enacted Rensselaer 
Plan are seen.

economic times. this 
does not, however, 
mitigate the effects 
of the climate in 
which rensselaer’s 
constituents oper-
ate on the overall 
well-being of the 
Institute. the com-
mittee recommends 
that the practices in 
place to address the 
concerns of faculty 
be re-evaluated in 
order to ensure the 
productivity of the 
academic community, 
and the quality of the 
education the Institute can provide. the com-
mittee fully recognizes that it is a necessary 
component of transformative change to lead 
strongly, even when certain stakeholders are 
discontent. It is recognized equally, however, 
that a positive outlook and morale on the 
part of these stakeholders—in this case, the 
rensselaer faculty—are vital to the long term 
implementation of such a transformation. as 
it stands, the faculty has become significantly 
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SourCeS
In order to do the financial data collection and 
analysis for this report, the Student Senate 
has researched a variety of sources of public 
financial information about rensselaer. this 
section will provide a brief discussion about 
the most prominent sources used in this sec-
tion of the report.

form 990S

an IrS form 990, or the “return of organiza-
tion exempt from Income tax”, is an annual 
information return required to be filed by 
organizations exempt from income tax under 
section 501 of the Internal revenue code if 
their annual gross receipts equal or exceed 
$200,000 or their end-of-year assets equal or 
exceed $500,000 [1.b]. rensselaer Polytech-
nic Institute and rensselaer hartford graduate 
center, as 501(c)(3) organizations, annually 
file this information with the IrS. 

much information can be gained from a form 
990, such as basic facts about the Institute, its 
activities, board members, revenue vs. expen-
ditures, assets vs. liabilities, and compensation, 
among other information. [2.a]

as the rPI fiscal year ends on June 30st, 
the filing deadline is on november 15th with 
a first extension deadline of february 15th. 
[1.a] because of this, this report will use data 
from form 990s through fy 2010, the most 
recent publicly available form.

fiscal years (fy) at rensselaer run from July 
1st to June 30th of the following year. this 
means that rensselaer is currently in fy 2012, 
which began on July 1st, 2011.

there were two sets of universities used for 
comparison in this document. the first was 
the “market basket” comparison. In rens-
selaer’s annual data submission to IPedS, 
the Institute defined a self-chosen set of 11 
outside universities to be used for comparison 
purposes. the second set of universities used 
for comparison purposes was composed of the 
30 universities with the closest endowment 
values—15 above and 15 below rensselaer’s 
value. all of these universities can be found 
in appendix a.

IV. InStItutIonal fInanCe
“All the pay thus received by 
the treasurer, as for parts of 
courses of instruction, is to be 
paid over to…professors as 
the reward of their services.”

— Stephen van Rensselaer,
5 November 1824
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the IrS states under the Purpose of form 
that “[s]ome members of the public rely on 
form 990 or form 990-eZ as their primary or 
sole source of information about a particular 
organization. how the public perceives an or-
ganization in such cases can be determined by 
information presented on its return. therefore, 
the return must be complete, accurate, and 
fully describe the organization’s programs and 
accomplishments.” [1.b] thus, while this report 
does not rely exclusively on the data contained 
in these forms, they do present a “complete 
[and] accurate” picture of the financial state 
of rensselaer.

hIgher eduCatIon prICe Index (hepI)

as described on their website, 

the higher education Price Index (hePI) 
is an inflation index designed specifically 
to track the main cost drivers in higher 
education. It is an essential planning 
tool for educational managers, helping 
schools to understand the future budget 
and funding increases required to maintain 
real purchasing power. hePI is issued 
annually by commonfund Institute and is 
distributed free of charge to educational 
institutions.

hePI is a more accurate indicator of chang-
es in costs for colleges and universities 
than the more familiar consumer Price 
Index. It measures the average relative 
level of prices in a fixed basket of goods 
and services purchased by colleges and 
universities each year through current 
fund educational and general expenditures, 
excluding research.

hePI is compiled from data reported and 
published by government and economic 
agencies. the eight categories cover cur-
rent operational costs of colleges and 
universities. these include salaries for 
faculty, administrative employees, clerical 
employees, and service employees, fringe 
benefits, utilities, supplies and materials, 
and miscellaneous services. [3] 

raw figures in any of the previously mentioned 
areas mean very little without context, so 
hePI is very useful in factoring in inflation 
and external economic conditions.

data SetS

from the rensselaer website, “[t]he primary 
mission of the institutional research office is 
to facilitate the systematic collection, mainte-
nance, analysis and reporting of institutional 
information, as well as comparison of this 
information with peer institutions, and to sup-
port Institute planning and decision-making.” 
[4] the office of Institutional research has 
a wealth of data available about rensselaer’s 
raw numbers, and there are a number of pub-
licly available reports that present this data 
in useful ways. 

the first of these is rPI’s common data Set. 
the common data set is an initiative put for-
ward by various groups that often use basic 
facts about a higher education institution in 
order to complete their mission--particularly 
US News and World Report, collegeboard, and 
Petersons--with the goal of improving the ease 
of collection, quality, and accuracy of critical 
information about a higher education institu-
tion. [5] the common data Set includes some 
basic information about the institution as well 
as enrollment and persistence data, first-year 
and transfer admissions data, academic offer-
ings, student life, annual expenses, financial 
aid, and faculty resources. [5.a]

for more detailed information, this report 
also examined data from the Integrated Post-
Secondary education data System (IPedS), 
a data repository hosted by the u.S. depart-
ment’s national center for education Statistics 
(nceS), which contains information about all 
higher education institutions that participate 
in federal student aid programs as per the 
higher education act of 1965. IPedS con-
siders itself “the primary source for data on 
colleges, universities, and technical and voca-
tional postsecondary institutions in the united 
States.” according to their website, “IPedS 
provides basic data needed to describe — and 
analyze trends in — postsecondary education 
in the united States, in terms of the numbers 
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of students enrolled, staff employed, dollars 
expended, and degrees earned.” It collects 
and organizes information in seven key areas: 
institutional characteristics, institutional prices, 
enrollment, student financial aid, degrees and 
certificates conferred, student persistence and 
success, and institutional human and fiscal 
resources. [6] 

although the sources above provide a wealth 
of information, it’s often difficult and time-
consuming to extract the most crucial data 
points reported by the Institution and com-
pare them over time or to a market basket of 
rensselaer’s competitors. for that, this report 
turned to another publicly available source, 
the chronicle of higher education: facts & 
figures. this resource publishes a plethora 
of data reports targeting student, faculty, ad-
ministrative, and financial concerns. this 
puts the raw data into a more useful context, 
allowing the user to compare data against peer 
institutions or over time. It also draws atten-
tion to exceptional data and provides some 
rudimentary analysis. [7.a]

“college Search” websites and books, such as 
Princeton review, collegeboard.com, and col-
legeresults.org, also provide a straightforward 
way to compare data from rensselaer against 
itself and other peer institutions. designed for 

“policymakers, counselors, parents, students, 
and others”, these resources pull data from 
IPedS and the common data Set and put it 
into an intuitive format that facilitates data 
analysis. [8]

CredIt ratIng

a credit rating is a quantitative and qualitative 
analysis of the credit worthiness of an issuer 
of debt. In short, it evaluates an institution’s 
projected ability to meet its overall and specific 
fiscal commitments. a credit rating is issued by 
a credit rating agency, the most prominent of 
which are Standard & Poor’s and moody’s. the 
credit rating for a higher education institution 
is determined by considering a variety of fac-
tors, including demand, finances, management, 
and debt [9.a] or market position, operating 
performance, balance sheet and capital invest-

ment, governance 
and management, 
and legal security 
and debt structure 
[10.a]. 

While the rating it-
self as well (as the 
stability of the rat-
ing) do give profes-
sional insight into 
rensselaer’s fiscal 
stability and current 
condition, perhaps 
more valuable is the 
report that accompa-
nies decisions made 
by these credit rating 

agencies. these reports include discussion 
justifying the assigned ratings as well as the 
current strengths and challenges facing the 
institution, among other topics. [10.b]

performanCe pLanS

Performance Plans are produced annually by 
each department and division as a way to unify 
rensselaer around accomplishing the goal set 
forth in the Rensselaer Plan, “to achieve greater 
prominence in the 21st century as a top-tier 
world class technological research university 
with global reach and global impact”, as well as 
achieving the “We Will” statements contained 
within the Plan. While the Rensselaer Plan is 
a “comprehensive, complex, and ambitious” 
plan, the Performance Plans break down the 
vision and signature thrusts into Smart goals, 
turning an overarching vision into an action 
plan. [11][12] these plans often contain 
measurable data and departmental interpre-
tations of data and trends, which make them 
very valuable to this report.

addItIonaL LIterature

beyond these basic sources, additional litera-
ture was consulted in the creation of this sec-
tion of the report. this includes articles from 
sources such as the times union, bloomberg, 
and chronicle of higher education as well as 
journals such as research in higher education. 
these sources provide dialog and interpretation 
of data that provide a guide for proceeding in 
this report.

[A credit 
rating] 
evaluates an 
institution’s 
projected 
ability to 
meet its 
overall and 
specific fiscal 
commitments.
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restricted, and permanently restricted. unre-
stricted funds are “not subject to limitations 
by a donor-imposed restriction”, and thus 
the university is free to use these funds in 
effectively any way they need. temporarily 
restricted funds are funds that are “subject to 
a limitation by donor specification regarding 
the use or time when they may be used (such 
as at a later time or after specified events have 
occurred)”. Permanently restricted funds are 
funds that “must be maintained in perpetuity 
due to a donor-imposed restriction”. [6]

the first of these categories, tuition and fees, 
is defined as revenue from “the amount of 
tuition and educational fees [and] net of any 
allowances applied in the general purpose 
financial statements. Included in this amount 
are fees for continuing education programs, 
conferences, and seminars.” government ap-
propriations are defined as “amounts received 
from the [federal, state, or local] government 
through a direct appropriation of [the legis-
lature], except grants and contracts”. these 
can be broken down into three subcategories: 
federal, state, and local appropriations. as can 
be seen from data table 1 in the appendix, 
rensselaer has not received any federal or 
local appropriations within the past ten years, 
so all “government appropriations” values 
on the following pages can be attributed to 
state appropriations. government grants and 
contracts, also subdivided into federal, state, 
and local grants and contracts, “include all 
revenues from [federal, state, and local] agen-
cies that are for specific undertakings such 
as research projects, training projects, and 
similar activities, including contributions from 
[federal, state, and local] agencies”. this 
section also includes all student aid govern-
mental grants when they are treated as stu-
dent aid expenses, including the federal Pell 
and other similar grants. Private gifts, grants, 
and contracts “include revenues from private 
(non-governmental) entities including revenue 
from research or training projects and similar 
activities and all contributions (including con-
tributed services) except those from affiliated 
entities, which are included in contributions 
from affiliated entities.” In this section, rens-

basics of Institutional finance

the most recently filed information return cov-
ered almost $600,000,000 in gross receipts 
[1.c]; it’s clear that the concept of “Institu-
tional finance” is very complex. the purpose 
of this section is to collect the basic facts and 
do the basic analysis on rensselaer’s current 
financial state. this report will explore several 
ways to describe rensselaer’s financial activity 
with the goal of gaining a basic understanding 
of the financial state of the Institute. the first 
topic explored will be revenue--how rensse-
laer makes money--versus expenditures--how 
rensselaer spends it. the endowment value 
and spending will then be discussed, as it is 
a unique and important financial component 
of a university.

this report will then investigate several other 
components of Institute finance that are of par-
ticular interest to students and the university. 
the first is the cost of attendance, discount 
rate, percent of need-based aid met, and other 
topics regarding financial aid. additionally, this 
report will discuss the endowment strength 
and growth at rensselaer in comparison to 
peer institutions as well as rensselaer’s credit 
rating and the reasoning behind it.

reVenue
revenue is defined as the income a university 
generates annually through normal operations 
before any expenditures are considered. [2.b] 
a university is a complex organization, and as 
such, there are many ways in which it earns 
revenue. the total revenue can be broken 
up in many different ways in many different 
categories, but for the purposes of this report, 
revenue will be considered broken into the 
categories suggested by the united States 
center of educational Statistics. 

revenue can be broken down into five major 
categories with several subcategories: tuition 
and fees, net of allowances; government ap-
propriations; government grants and contracts; 
private gifts, grants, and contracts; and other 
revenues and investment returns. addition-
ally, each of these categories has three types 
of revenue in them: unrestricted, temporarily 
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(or loss) from operations owned and managed 
as investments of the institution’s endowment 
funds. Sales and services of educational ac-
tivities includes all revenues derived from the 
sales of goods and services that are incidental 
to the conduct of instruction, research, or 
public service, and revenues of activities that 
exist to provide instructional and laboratory 
experience for students and that incidentally 
create goods and services that may be sold. 
examples include film rentals, scientific and 
literary publications, testing services, university 
presses, dairies, and patient care clinics that 
are not part of a hospital. Sales and services 
of auxiliary enterprises includes the amount of 
revenues generated by the auxiliary enterprise 
operations, net of any tuition and fee allow-
ances applied in the general purpose financial 
statements. auxiliary enterprises are operations 
that exist to furnish a service to students, 
faculty, of staff, and that charge a fee that 

selaer’s Institute advancement operations and 
capital campaigns can be seen; the levels of 
restriction above (unrestricted, temporarily 
restricted, and permanently restricted funds) 
are very relevant to this section. 

the last section, other revenues and invest-
ment return, is also the most complicated. It 
is composed of five subsections: Investment 
return, Sales and services of educational ac-
tivities, Sales and services of auxiliary enter-
prises, Independent operations revenue, and 
other revenue. “Investment return includes 
the following amounts: all investment income 
(i.e., interest, dividends, rents and royalties); 
gains and losses (realized and unrealized) 
from holding investments (regardless of the 
nature of the investment); student loan inter-
est; and amounts distributed from irrevocable 
trusts held by others (collectively referred to as 
‘investment return’).“ this includes “the profit 
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is directly related to the cost of the service. 
examples of auxiliary enterprises are residence 
halls, food services, student health services, 
intercollegiate athletics, college unions, stores 
and movie theaters. Independent operations 
revenue includes all revenues associated with 
operations independent of the primary mis-
sions of the institution. this category generally 
includes only those revenues associated with 
major federally-funded research and devel-
opment centers.” other revenue includes all 
university revenue not reported in one of the 
categories above. [6]

on the figure titled “rensselaer revenue 
breakdown over time” several pages forward, 
the trend over time (from approximately July 
1, 2000 through June 30, 2009) of revenue 
composition is shown visually. While this fig-
ure is fairly straightforward, the “Investment 
return” category on the top of the figure has 
some interesting characteristics. In 200–-
2002 and again in 2007–2009, this category 
reports a negative revenue—as discussed in 
the previous paragraph, this section includes 

“the profit (or loss) from operations owned 
and managed as investments of the institu-
tion’s endowment funds”. [6] It’s clear that 
during these years, rensselaer’s investments 
returned a loss, and although the reasons 
behind these are not clear, the time periods 
coincide with the “sub-prime mortgage cri-
sis” in 2008 and “dot com bubble burst” of 
2000. referring to the figure “market basket 
revenue”, in which rensselaer’s revenue is 
compared against eleven peer institutions, it 
is clear that many other universities saw a 
similar drop in revenue (certainly investment 
and often net) at similar times, so rensselaer 
is not an anomaly. tuition consistently makes 
up between 30-40% of rensselaer’s revenue, 
and advancement operations (private gifts) 
makes up approximately 15-20%. the other 
components of the endowment can be seen in 
the revenue breakdown figure below.
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expendIture
expenditures are the raw expenses to the 
Institute obtained in the course of operations. 
as the expenditures of the Institute are in the 
hundreds of millions of dollars annually, there 
are many different ways that expenditures could 
be categorized; however, for the purposes of 
this report, expenditures will be considered 
within the categories presented by IPedS: 
chiefly Instruction, research, academic Sup-
port, Student Support, Institutional Support, 
auxiliary operations, grant aid to Students, 
and Independent operations. 

Instructional expenses are defined as “all 
expenses of the colleges, schools, depart-
ments, and other instructional divisions of 
the institution and expenses for departmen-
tal research and public service that are not 
separately budgeted.” research expenses 
are “all expenditures for activities specifi-
cally organized to produce research outcomes, 
whether commissioned by an agency external 
to the institution or separately budgeted by 

an organizational unit within the institution.” 
academic Support expenditures are defined as 

“funds expended primarily to provide support 
services for the institution’s primary missions 
(instruction, research, and public service) 
including: 1) the retention, preservation, and 
display of educational materials (e.g., librar-
ies, museums and galleries); 2) the provision 
of services that directly assist the academic 
functions of the institution, such as demon-
stration schools associated with a department, 
school, or college of education; 3) media such 
as audiovisual services and technology such as 
computing support; 4) academic administration 
(including academic deans but not department 
chairmen) and personnel development provid-
ing administrative support and management 
direction to the three primary missions; and 
5) separately budgeted support for course 
and curriculum development.” Student sup-
port includes “funds expended for offices of 
admissions and registrar and those activities 
whose primary purpose is to contribute to the 
student’s emotional and physical well-being 
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of the goods or services. the distinguishing 
characteristic of auxiliary enterprises is that 
they are managed as essentially self-supporting 
programs.” grant aid to Students includes all 
forms of financial aid, both need and non-need, 
including scholarships, grants, fellowships, 
and loans. 

referring to the figure showing rensselaer’s 
expenditure over time, the expenditure amount 
has increased fairly steadily as a function of 
time. When looking at composition, it’s clear 
that the percent of expense spent on research 
and Institutional Support have increased while 
the amount spent on Instruction, academic 
support, and auxiliary enterprises has de-
creased slightly. 

and to his or her intellectual, cultural, and 
social development outside the context of 
the formal instruction program.” Institutional 
Support expenditure includes “expenditures 
for: central executive activities concerned with 
management and long-range planning of the 
entire institution; fiscal operations; adminis-
trative data processing; space management; 
employee personnel and records; logistical 
activities that provide procurement, storerooms, 
safety, security, printing, and transportation 
services to the institution; support services 
to faculty and staff that are not operated as 
auxiliary enterprises; and, activities concerned 
with community and alumni relations, includ-
ing development and fund raising.” auxiliary 
operations includes “entit[ies] that exists to 
furnish goods or services to students, faculty, 
or staff, and that charge a fee directly related 
to, although not necessarily equal to, the cost 
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2008-20092007-20082006-20072005-20062004-20052003-20042002-20032001-20022000-2001
Other expenses $0.00$0.00$0.00$0.00$0.00$0.00$0.00$0.00$0.00
Operation and maintenance of plant (see instructions) $0.00$0.00$0.00$0.00$0.00$0.00$0.00$0.00$0.00
Independent operations $3.62$3.86$3.71$3.25$3.86$3.90$4.32$4.14$4.35
Net grant aid to students (net of tuition and fee allowances) $15.53$13.70$11.70$11.49$12.14$11.65$9.87$8.86$7.82
Auxiliary enterprises $27.94$26.18$26.29$25.24$24.12$24.96$27.20$27.87$27.66
Institutional support $69.33$68.37$63.13$58.88$46.86$41.44$39.37$31.66$27.76
Student services $11.16$11.38$9.90$9.82$9.32$9.94$9.37$8.22$8.13
Academic support $29.44$30.16$28.40$28.37$26.11$28.77$32.22$30.42$25.62
Public service $0.00$0.00$0.00$0.00$0.00$0.00$0.00$0.00$0.00
Research $95.66$92.53$85.12$81.56$75.16$67.48$51.28$46.84$43.70
Instruction $129.78$127.89$118.69$116.43$112.40$108.21$105.98$90.92$88.35
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“sub-prime mortgage crisis”. In the period of 
July 1, 2000–June 30, 2009, the net deficit 
was approximately $27,040,000. While more 
recent information from fy10 and fy11 are 
not publically available online through IPedS, 
based on personal Senator meetings and other 
publically available information (such as re-
ports delivered by credit reporting agencies), 
the Senate believes that these years also 
express a net deficit [9][10].

comparing rensselaer’s net revenue to that 
of other market basket universities, it is clear 
that many of the overall monetary trends that 
rensselaer is experiencing are common to other 
universities as well. as seen in the figure on 
page 24 titled “net revenue of market basket”, 
most of these Institutions experienced dip in 
net revenue around fy02, a peak in fy07, and 
another crash in fy09. beyond the general 

trend, another point 
of interest in this fig-
ure is the spending of 
the universities with 
the highest annual 
revenue and endow-
ment. mIt, for exam-
ple, is shown on the 
figure below as a dark 
brown line – it forms 
the outer bound on 
both the positive and 
the negative extremes. 
In fy07, for example, 
it had a net revenue 
of approximately 
$1,750,000,000 
while in fy09, it 
had a net deficit 
of approximately 

$2,000,000,000. at the time of the latter, 
as can be seen from the previous figure dis-
playing market basket expenditure, mIt’s 
expenditure did not significantly decrease in 
the course of this fiscal year. the implications 
of mIt’s actions (especially contrasted to how 
rPI handles finance) are very interesting and 
will be discussed during the conclusion. 

as can be seen in the market basket expendi-
tures figure on page 21, while there are some 
deviations in normal spending, for the most 
part, expenditures steadily increase. the rate 
at which rensselaer’s spending increases an-
nually is slightly less than that of most peer 
institutions. 

reVenue VS. expendIture
It is often useful to look at the net revenue of 
an Institution, which is defined as the total 
expenditure subtracted from the total revenue. 
negative net revenue means that the money 
obtained that fiscal year was less than the 
money spent (or lost on investments). there 
are many different places that this money 
can come from, such as the endowment (in 
the case of investment losses or endowment 
spending over the norm) or debt taken out by 
the Institute. 

In the figure above titled “revenue versus 
expenditure”, it’s clear that the total net rev-
enue is very heavily affected by investment 
returns from the endowment. the net revenue 
is negative in fy01–fy03 and then again in 
fy08–fy09, and it is positive from fy04–fy07. 
as discussed previously, the periods in which 
rensselaer runs a deficit correspond closely 
with the “dot-com bubble burst” and the 
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endowment value & Spending

an endowment is the total amount of an In-
stitution’s investments often comprised of 
money or property donated to an Institution. 
gifts to the endowment may have restrictions 
on their usage, such as requiring a certain 
set of conditions (a certain passage of time 
or completion of a set of tasks, for example) 
to be filled before its usage, requiring it to be 
spent or invested in a certain way, or requiring 
the principal (initial contribution) to remain 
intact for a fixed time period or perpetuity. 

the purpose of an endowment is to provide 
revenue through interest as well as provide 
financial security to the institution. this rev-
enue can be general or restricted, such as in 
the case of endowed grants or professorships, 
in which the money funds a prespecified por-
tion of the Institution. 

another point of interest that can be taken 
from this data is the significance of the endow-
ment in the financial picture of an Institution. 
first, the interest earned on the endowment 
has been in recent years a significant and 
extremely variable component of total revenue 
for the Institute, as can be seen in the rens-
selaer revenue breakdown figure. the annual 
revenue from interest is very dependent on 
external, difficult to control scenarios. this 
means that the total annual revenue earned by 
a university would be very difficult to project 
long-term. Second, as can be inferred from the 
market basket net revenue figure, universities 
with a lot of revenue and, even more relevantly, 
a very large endowment see more extremes 
in their net revenue as interest comprises a 
much larger percentage of the total revenue 
in these cases. also interestingly, like with 
mIt, many of these “wealthy” universities did 
not have a significant change in expenditure 
during these extremes.
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rensselaer has been 
steadily declining in 
this ranking, falling 
from the low 70s in 
2000 to nearly 100 
in 2009 with respect 
to its peers.

the market basket 
used in previous 
comparisons was 
found to be not very 
useful for comparing 
endowment values. 
as seen in the market 
basket endowment 
values figure below 
left, rensselaer is in 
the very low end of 
endowment size in 

this comparison, with only two universities 
having lower endowment values. 

one useful metric to look at in a university 
when trying to understand its financial situa-
tion is the credit rating of the university. these 
scores are released by credit rating agencies 
such as moody’s or Standard & Poor’s. as stated 
before, a credit rating is a quantitative and 
qualitative analysis of the credit worthiness 
of an issuer of debt. In short, it evaluates an 

institution’s project-
ed ability to meet its 
overall and specific 
fiscal commitments. 
there are a variety of 
components to the 
credit score, both 
qualitative and quan-
titative, as discussed 
previously. however, 
it’s clear that a uni-
versity with a billion 
dollar endowment 
has a distinct advan-
tage over a university 
like rensselaer with 
a more moderately 
sized endowment in 
terms of ability to 

the figure above, endowment value and 
ranking over time, displays rensselaer’s 
endowment value and endowment ranking 
(which ranks university endowment values) 
from 2000–2009. the endowment value is 
very similar to the revenue from interest figure 
above—it lost value after 2001 and 2008 and it 
gained value in 2006. rensselaer’s endowment 
ranking is perhaps more interesting as it some-
what normalizes the data (since every university 
faced the same external financial conditions). 
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data points are concentrated in the aa2 and 
aa3 ratings, with the most frequent rating (the 
mode) as well as the middle rating (median) 
being aa2. 

In order to gain more understanding of this 
distribution, numerical values were assigned 
to each rating, such that aaa had a value of 
1, aa1 had a value of 2, and so on until a3 
at a value of 7. using this scale, the mean is 
3.73, which is approximately a score of aa3, 
and the standard deviation is 1.4. this means 
that a1 is one standard deviation below the 
mean and a3 is two standard deviations below 
the mean. this means that rensselaer’s credit 
rating of a3 is two standard deviations below 
the mean in similarly endowed universities. It’s 
also useful to note that all of the universities 

meet financial com-
mitments. the fig-
ure, right, moody’s 
credit rating vs. en-
dowment of market 
basket Institutions, 
shows a comparison 
of credit rating to en-
dowment size. rens-
selaer, at an a3, has 
the worst score of its 
market basket, and 
the general downward 
trend of universities 
with lower endow-
ments receiving lower 
scores is seen.

In order to gain a bet-
ter understanding of 
rensselaer’s position in relation to its financial 
level, the following figure, credit rating vs. 
endowment value in Similarly endowed uni-
versities, compares rensselaer’s credit rating 
to that of the thirty most similarly endowed 
universities (fifteen with greater endowment 
values and fifteen with smaller endowment 
values). 

this figure shows the spread of credit rating 
versus endowment size of other similarly en-
dowed universities. from this figure, it appears 
that most of these universities have a credit 
rating of aa2-aa3, with no universities with 
larger endowments that were recorded having 
lower credit ratings. one other university (the 
university of miami) also has a rating of a3, 
and no university in this set has a credit rating 
lower than a3.

In order to gain a better understanding of 
the distribution of scores over this sample, 
the figure on the next page, credit rating 
frequency in universities with moderate en-
dowments, shows a frequency chart of the 
data presented in the previous figure. this 
sample is composed of 31 universities and 
foundations with endowment sizes ranging 
from $564,591,000 (Pepperdine university) 
to $783,225,000 (middlebury college). as 
can be seen from this figure, the bulk of the 
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university with an improving student market po-
sition at its troy, ny campus, counterbalanced 
by high leverage and multi-year supplemental 
endowment draws contributing to moody’s-
calculated operating deficits. the stable outlook 
reflects an expectation of continued slowdown 
in capital and borrowing needs compared to 
prior years, and ongoing focus on improved 
operating performance and reduced annual 
endowment spending. the a3/vmIg2 rating on 
the Series 1997 variable-rate demand bonds 
reflects moody’s assessment of the Institute’s 
management of its self-liquidity program, with 
its own investments with daily liquidity avail-
able to support the tender feature of these 
bonds.” [10.c] from Standard & Poor’s, ““the 
downgrade reflects [their] assessment of rPI’s 
low financial resources compared with the 
rating category and the institute’s continued 
reliance on extraordinary draws from the en-
dowment… the rating outlook, which [they] 
revised to negative in april 2010, is stable.” 
[9.b] to summarize this overview for both 
agencies, rensselaer has a growing demand 
and reputation, however both agencies were 
concerned about its low financial resources, 
high leverage, and heavy endowment draws. 

moody’s shares the key indicators (based on 
fy10 financial data) and other information on 
which it based its decision. these indicators 
help to describe the overall financial state of 
the Institute:

rensselaer’s rated debt outstanding:•	   
approximately $701,000,000

fall 2010 full-time equivalent (fte) enroll-•	
ment: 6,479 fte (fall 2009 fte: 6,627)

pro-forma direct debt:•	  $806.5 million, 
including anticipated $40 million bank 
private placement in fall 2011

Comprehensive debt in fy 2010 (including •	
operating leases and defined benefit pension 
liability): $873.7 million

total financial resources:•	  $435.7 million

total Cash and Investments:•	   
$642.9 million

and foundations listed were also affected by 
the sub prime mortgage crisis in 2008 and 
other external factors, so the economy can-
not be considered the sole reason behind the 
difference in credit ratings.

credit rating

this discussion leads well into the next topic 
of consideration: rensselaer’s credit rating. 
as stated before, rensselaer has a credit rat-
ing of a3, stable by moody’s, reaffirmed in 
august, 2011, and a-, stable by Standard 
& Poor’s, downgraded in July, 2011. [9.b]
[10.c] In order to make a decision on credit 
ratings, the agencies consider a vast array of 
both qualitative and quantitative information, 
including demand, operating performance, 
balance sheet and capital investment, gov-
ernance and management, and legal security 
and debt structure. for more information on 
what a credit rating means and the components 
of the rating, please see the “credit rating” 
subsection of the “Sources” section earlier 
in this report. 

both moody’s and Standard & Poor’s provided 
a short summary of the reasoning behind their 
rating decisions as well as the strengths and 
weaknesses that each agency saw for the 
financial future of rensselaer. from moody’s, 

“rensselaer’s a3 long-term rating reflects the 
Institute’s role as a technological research 
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program. this legacy program, which has been 
closed to new entrants since 1993 in favor 
of the current defined contribution pension 
plan, specified a pension plan with a fixed 
payment determined by a variety of factors 
(including length of tenure, highest salary, 
and other factors) independent of external 
economic conditions. from moody’s report, 

“[b]ased on the draft agreement, [moody’s] 
expect[s] that downgrade of the Institute below 
investment grade would constitute an event 
of default, which could allow for accelera-
tion of the debt. In fy 2010, the Institute 
recognized a $101 million accrued pension 
liability on its balance sheet representing the 
amount the plan was underfunded. Proceeds 
of this debt issuance will be used to make a 
pension contribution and reduce the unfunded 
pension liability.” counting positively for the 
Institute, moody’s reported a recent increase 
in student demand, representing a very posi-
tive trend, with “management reporting an 
8% increase in freshmen applications in fall 
2011 and a resulting 39% freshmen selectivity 
rate (compared to nearly 50% in fall 2007). 
management reports an expectation of reaching 
a target fall 2011 freshmen class of 1,200 
students which would equate to a freshmen 
matriculation ratio close to 22% (compared to 
nearly 26% in fall 2007).” however, moody’s 
is very concerned about the declining hartford 
enrollment and revenue and attributes this to 
the weak economy. last, moody’s states its 
concern that “[t]he Institute’s balance sheet 
has become increasingly leveraged over the 
past 10 years…financial resources declined 
in fy 2010, which is unusual for a year when 
endowment performance was strongly posi-
tive, partly as a result of a growing pension 
liability, ongoing supplemental endowment 
draws, and a relatively low endowment return.” 
however, despite multi-year operating deficits, 

“by moody’s calculation, operating performance 
improved in fy 2009 and 2010, with these 
two most recent audited years representing 
a significant improvement in operating cash 
flow… the fy 2012 budget shows another 
year of a supplemental endowment draw, but 
ongoing improvement in operating performance 

expendable financial resources to pro-•	
forma direct debt: 0.21 times

expendable financial resources to opera-•	
tions: 0.4 times

unrestricted monthly Liquidity:•	  $180.4 
million

monthly days Cash on hand:•	  180 days

three-year average operating margin:•	  
-7.3%

three-year average debt Service Coverage:•	  
0.9 times

reliance on Student Charges (tuition, fees, •	
and auxiliary revenue): 55.9%

reliance on endowment Spending, by •	
moody’s calculation: 9.8% [10.b]

there were also several recent developments 
that played into the most recent credit rating 
decision. one of these developments was rens-
selaer’s recent transition from variable rate to 
fixed rate bonds, which distances the univer-
sity more from the turbulence of the outside 
economy. moody’s considers this a positive 
thing for the Institute, although it expresses 
concerns about the unrestricted liquidity and 
draws on lines of credit during the year. “In fy 
2010, the Institute refunded the vast majority 
of its outstanding variable-rate demand debt, 
including large sums of bank loans. as a result, 
the Institute’s amount of variable rate debt 
(prior to swaps) declined significantly, which 
is a credit positive given the Institute’s weak 
operating performance and recent declines in 
unrestricted financial resources. this reduced 
amount of demand debt is an improvement 
over prior years but continues to be a concern 
given the Institute’s thin unrestricted liquidity 
at points throughout the year ($6 million of 
working capital with monthly liquidity reported 
as of June 30, 2010). further, the Institute 
draws on lines of credit for seasonal cash flow, 
particularly during summer months prior to 
receipt of fall semester tuition revenue.” ad-
ditionally, in fall 2011, the Institute expected 
to incur an additional $40 million debt in 
order to fund its defined benefit pension plan 
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WeakneSSeS
very low financial resource ratios for the •	
rating category [9.c] 

high maximum annual debt burden [9.c]•	

high operating and balance sheet leverage, •	
with $806 million of pro-forma direct debt, 
including an expected $40 million bank 
private placement in fall 2011 with proceeds 
to be used to fund a defined benefit pension 
plan. Including this expected debt, debt-
to-revenue will increase to a very high 2.1 
times, and expendable financial resources 
in fy 2010 would provide weak 0.2 times 
coverage of debt. [10.b]

thin operating liquidity at certain points •	
throughout the year and reliance on oper-
ating lines of credit for seasonal cash flow 
needs. as of June 30, 2010, management 
reported a very thin $6 million of working 
capital invested in assets with monthly li-
quidity. [10.b]

multi-year operating deficits by moody’s •	
calculation (7.3% three-year average operat-
ing deficit in fy 2008–2010) as a result of 
sizeable investments in faculty and programs 
as part of the Institute’s long-range strate-
gic plan. these investments have required 
board-approved supplemental draws from the 
endowment. however, moody’s calculation 
of the Institute’s operating performance has 
improved in recent years, with 9.7% cash 
flow margin and nearly 1.5 times debt service 
coverage achieved in fy 2010. [10.b]

high endowment spending draws to support •	
operations, which are expected to continue 
through fiscal 2012 [9.c] 

variable, but mostly balanced operating •	
results on a generally accepted accounting 
principles basis (gaaP) with the support of 
endowment draws [9.c]

is budgeted as a result of expense containment 
and increased focus on growing unrestricted 
gift revenue. fy 2012 is the last year that the 
board has approved a supplemental endow-
ment draw in support of the strategic plan.” 
[10.b]

In the following two subsections, the specific 
strengths and weaknesses laid out by each 
agency will be summarized. 

StrengthS
Strong demand trends, with a substantial •	
increase in applications for the past five 
years [9.c]

healthy student market position as a tech-•	
nological research university, with its main 
campus located in troy, ny. In fall 2010, the 
Institute enrolled 6,479 full-time equivalent 
students, 83% of whom were undergraduate 
students. research expenses grew to $115 
million in fy 2010, up over 40% compared 
to fy 2006. [10.b]

net tuition revenue and net tuition per stu-•	
dent have demonstrated strong growth, with 
$25,359 net tuition per student in fy 2010 
and a 33.6% consolidated tuition discount 
which has remained relatively flat in recent 
years. [10.b]

completion of a transformative capital plan •	
and a successful $1.4 billion fundraising 
campaign, which ended in 2008 [9.c]

completion of major capital spending pro-•	
gram, with management reporting no major 
capital projects on the horizon and no antici-
pated borrowing for capital in the next two 
years, although we expect an additional $40 
million of debt in the next two months with 
proceeds used to make a contribution to the 
defined benefit pension plan. [10.b]

good endowment market value of approxi-•	
mately $611 million as of may 31, 2011 
[9.c]

diverse revenue stream, with student tuition •	
and fees accounting for 52% of operating 
revenues. [9.c]
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additional debt without growth of financial 
resources and generation of revenue to sup-
port debt service” could make the rating go 
down. [10.b]

cost of attendance 
& financial aid

the cost of attendance is probably the financial 
decision that most directly affects students. 
there are many components to examine in the 
study of cost of attendance, including financial 
aid distribution, change over time, comparison 
against peer universities, need-based versus 
non need-based aid, and percent need met 
compared to endowment size, among other 
factors. 

the first thing that is useful to examine is the 
trend in cost of attendance for rensselaer 
over time. the base cost of attendance can be 
considered the total annual cost of attendance 
at rensselaer before scholarships or other 
deductions (including estimated book and 
supply costs, room and board, all necessary 

enrollment challenges and declining tuition •	
revenue in fy 2011 at the Institute’s hart-
ford, ct campus which offers graduate de-
grees and programs for working professionals. 
management attributes the challenges to the 
pressured economic environment and some 
corporations scaling back on tuition support 
and benefits for employees. In fy 2010, the 
hartford campus generated approximately 
$11 million of net tuition revenue on a total 
moody’s adjusted operating revenue base of 
close to $387 million. [10.b]

future outLook
as stated previously, rensselaer’s credit outlook 
for both agencies is stable, meaning that they 
do not expect to issue an upgrade or downgrade 
in the short term based on rensselaer’s current 
financial situation. according to moody’s, “[t]
he stable outlook reflects the change in the 
Institute’s debt structure with reduced expo-
sure to variable-rate demand debt and inter-
est rate swaps and an expectation of ongoing 
improvement in operating performance with 
reduced endowment 
spending.” 

moody’s also set for-
ward some situations 
in which the credit 
rat ing, al though 
marked as stable, 
could increase or de-
crease. “Significant 
improvement of op-
erating performance 
coupled with growth 
of financial resources 
to better support high 
debt levels” could 
make the rating go 
up, while “[l]ack of 
improvement of op-
erating performance 
resulting in slowed 
growth of financial 
resources; contin-
ued spending of en-
dowment well above 
industry norms; [or] 
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without the expectation of repayment: federal 
grants (such as the Pell grant), State grants, 
Institutional grants, and other external grants. 
Self-help, representing 27% of student aid, 
encompasses all aid given to students with 
the expectation of repayment in some form: 
student loans and work-study. there are ad-
ditionally some other miscellaneous funding 
categories that make up approximately 7% 
of all student aid: parent loans (such as the 
PluS program), tuition waivers, and athletic 
scholarships. 

In order to gain an understanding of how much 
money has been going to student aid, the figure 
on the next page, total Scholarships & grant 
Sources, corrected for Inflation, shows the 
amount of money from all sources in fy2009 
dollars going towards scholarships and grants 
from fy2004-2009. as can be seen from this 
figure, the total amount was steadily increasing 
with respect to inflation at a rate of approxi-
mately 5% annually from fy04-07, which is 
much greater than the approximate 1.56% 
annual increase in the base cost of attendance 
above inflation. however, in fy08, scholar-
ships and grants experienced a dip, making 
the three year average increase from fy07-09 
0.78%, which is lower than the increase in 
cost. this appears to be largely due to reduc-
tions in scholarships and grants received from 
the federal and State governments as well as 
external sources—the increase above inflation 
of Institutional grants and scholarships was 
much higher at 1.66%.

In addition to the breakdown of financial aid 
by source and type, the reported data was 
also subdivided into aid awarded because of 
determined need or merit (non-need). financial 
need is determined by subtracting the expected 
family contribution (efc), determined by the 
fafSa, from the estimated cost of attendance. 
Students who have a lower efc than the 
estimated cost of attendance are considered 
to have financial need. as stated during the 
fall 2011 State of the Institute address dur-
ing reunion & homecoming weekend, one of 
rensselaer’s goals is to move towards need-
blind admissions, meaning that rensselaer 

fees, tuition, and other associated costs). the 
figure on the previous page, undergraduate 
cost of attendance over time, shows the base 
cost of attendance, tuition, and room & board 
costs reported by rensselaer from fy04-10 in 
2010 dollars. these values have been corrected 

for inflation using the higher education Price 
Index (hePI), so all increases shown are the 
increases in cost above inflation. In the chart 
below showing the percent increases of the 
different categories, it can be seen that the 
base cost of attendance has increased a total 
of 36.8%, or 9.7% above inflation, increas-
ing at an average 4.77% per year (which is 
1.56% annually above the value of inflation). 
this increase is driven primarily the percent-
age increase in tuition, which increases at a 
base rate of 36.8% annually (12.5% above 
inflation). room & board, by contrast, has 
a much lower annual increase at 26.2% (or 
3.75% above inflation) annually.

financial aid comes in two major categories: 
Scholarship and grants and Self-help. Scholar-
ship and grants, representing 66% of student 
aid, encompasses all money given to students 
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based aid in Scholarships and grants, the 
percentage of need versus merit based aid 
from fy2004-2009 can be seen. fairly consis-

would admit applicants without any regard 
to financial situation and cover 100% of any 
determined financial need. 

the smaller figure to the right of the total 
scholarship and grant aid figure shows the 
need-based scholarship and grant aid. like 
the total aid, the need-based aid has a fairly 
steady annual increase above inflation of ap-
proximately 5.0% from fy2004-2007 at which 
point the annual need-based aid given through 
scholarships and grants actually decreases 
with respect to inflation at an approximate 
annual rate of -1.29%. again, it is clear from 
the figure that this is in part due to a decrease 
in non-Institutional grants and scholarships 
which although still decreasing with respect 
to inflation, decreased at the lower rate of 

-0.52%.

It is also useful to look at how much of the 
student aid resources are dedicated to need-
based as opposed to merit-based aid. In the 
doughnut chart right, need versus non-need 
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based while approxi-
mately ¼ is non-need 
based. the clear out-
lier is fy2009, dur-
ing which 60% of 
aid was need-based 
while 40% was non-
need based. although 
no firm conclusion 
about the reason be-
hind this spike can 
be drawn, it should 
be noted that this 
is the same year in 
which rensselaer 
erroneously sent out 

“rensselaer medal 
winner” notifications 

to several hundred students who had not 
actually won the scholarship; rensselaer 
made the decision to award the students 
who received this notification non-need 
based leadership Scholarships to these 
students in the amount equivalent to the 
value of the rensselaer medal, a minimum 
of $15,000 annually. 

according to the common data Set (using 
data from fall 2010), approximately 73% 
of students apply annually for need-based 
financial aid and out of those who applied, 
90% (or 66% of the whole student body) 

tently, approximately ¾ of student aid is need 
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income levels still receive more dollars in aid 
than the lower income levels due to the higher 
number of students that fall into that category, 
but as can be seen in the next section, amount 
of aid Per capita, students in the lower fam-
ily income levels receive much more aid on 
average than those in higher income levels, 
with the average student in the $110,001+ 
category receiving about half the financial 
aid as an average student in the $0-30,000 
income category.

another useful metric in determining where 
student financial aid is going is to consider 
the percent of the base tuition that different 
types of aid cover for the average student. In 
the figure below, average financial aid of dif-
ferent types, three categories of financial aid 
(need-based total aid, need-based scholarships 
and grants, and non-need based scholarships 
and grants) were displayed in regards to what 
percentage of the base tuition amount the 
average financial aid package in that category 
covered. In this analysis, it’s important to note 
that the base tuition value is not the total cost 
of attendance, which during the analyzed year 
was $15,579 greater than the base tuition. 
the average need-based financial aid pack-

are determined to have financial need. because 
of the number of students from a variety of 
socioeconomic conditions receiving need-
based aid, it is useful to explore the amount 
of aid—both need and non-need—received by 
students depending on their income category. 
In the figure below, aid breakdown by family 
Income distribution, family income is broken 
into five categories: families making between 
$0-30,000 annually, $30,001-$48,000 an-
nually, $48,001-$75,000 annually, $75,001-
$110,000 annually, and $110,001 or greater 
annually. three different stacked bar graphs are 
shown: first, the total number of students re-
ceiving aid within that family income category; 
second, the total dollar amount of financial aid 
distributed to all students within an income 
category; and last, calculated from the previ-
ous two values, the average amount of aid per 
capita received in each income category.

It can be seen that the majority of students 
receiving aid are financially well-off – nearly 
50% of students have a family income over 
$110,001 while only slightly over 10% have 
a family income less than $30,000 annually. 
the distribution becomes slightly more even 
in the amount of aid section – the higher 
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age, $34,430, covers 83% of the base tuition 
(and 60.2% of total cost of attendance). this 
need-based package is composed of both 
self-help and scholarship money; the average 
need-based scholarship and grant package, 
discounting self-help, covered 59% of tuition 
at $24,428. last, the average amount given 
in scholarships and grants as merit (non-need-
based) aid covered 31% of the base tuition 
cost at $12,958.

It is also useful to examine how many students 
who were determined to have financial need 
had their determined need fully met. this is a 
metric discussed in the context of “need-blind 
admissions”, so it’s a very valuable measure-
ment. one-third, 33%, of rensselaer students 
determined to have need have their need fully 
met. this means that 67% of students have 
determined financial need that is not fully met 
through the reported sources. 

because of this, many students take out stu-
dent loans in order to assist with the cost 
of attendance. as seen in the figure below, 
Student loans, approximately 70% of rens-
selaer students hold a student loans with the 
average amount among all current students 
being $30,125. 

as can be seen in the figure to the left, need-
based aid met in rival Institutions, rensse-
laer’s values for percent need fully met and 
average percent of need met are fairly low 
compared to its competitors. however, when 
considering the university’s endowment size, 
there is a visible trend in which universities 
with much larger endowments are able to 
have a much higher percentage of students 
with need fully met.
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upon thorough investigation of sources both 
inside and outside of rPI, the State of the 
Institute committee determined that the cur-
rent state and direction of rPI is complex and 
concerning.  While the committee is impressed 
by the vision of rPI as a global research uni-
versity with global reach and impact, it is 
concerned with some of the actions being 
taken to achieve this goal.

the most prominent concerns include the 
prioritization of constructing new facilities over 
maintaining older ones, the ability to succeed 
in future capital campaigns, rPI’s relatively 
low credit rating, the student to faculty ratio, 
a perceived culture of fear among employees 
and faculty, the amount of time new initiatives 
spend waiting for dr. Jackson’s approval, the 
decline in rankings of the engineering School, 
and a general concern on dr. Jackson’s abil-
ity to effectively implement rPI’s visionary 
programs.

In order to achieve the prominent status desired 
by students and the administration alike, rPI 
will not only need to prepare students both 
for success in industry & academia, but  will 
need to inspire students with a loyalty to 
rPI. Students who are disenfranchised are 
significantly less likely to support the school 
in future endeavors.  the institute’s vision for 
the future must be shared by the administra-
tion and students alike.

the Student Senate is proud to represent the 
vibrant student body at rPI.  In this report, 
as in all official actions, the Senate aims to 
improve the student experience and represent 
the student voice to the rPI administration. 
With its talented students, renowned faculty, 
and rich history, rPI will always be one of 
the greatest technological universities in the 
world. It is with great pleasure that the rPI 
Student Senate serves this university and its 
students.

based upon the research conducted for this 
report, the Student Senate found it necessary 
to recommend that further action be taken by 
the rensselaer Polytechnic Institute board of 
trustees, starting with a review that goes beyond 
the limited scope of this report. Please see 
the motion below for the official position and 
recommendations of the Student Senate:

Whereas the Student Senate is the chief 
representative body for Rensselaer stu-
dents, thus giving it a vested interest in 
the present and future conditions for the 
Student Experience at Rensselaer Poly-
technic Institute; 

Whereas the Student Senate has con-
ducted a thorough review and compiled 
a report of the current state and direction 
of the Institute based on data available 
to the public, as well as interviews with 
members of the RPI Community (includ-
ing members of the President’s Cabinet, 
faculty, students, staff, and alumni);  

V. ConCluSIon
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to request action be taken by the Board of 
Trustees to move Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute forward into the next phase of 
Rensselaer’s transformation. 

to request consideration by the Board of 
Trustees of the following possible courses 
of action:

a. Significant changes be made to the 
governance structure such that a formal 
Chief Operating Officer or the like is em-
powered to make necessary on-the-ground 
decisions so that President Jackson can 
focus on fundraising, branding, and long-
term visioning; 

b. A shift in strategy be made, including a 
public recognition of past challenges and 
a redoubling of commitment to bringing 
the campus together around the vision 
of the Institute, likely including some 
shift in structure to empower the Vice 
Presidents to make more decisions and 
take more individual action as well as a 
budget commitment to hiring a temporary 
director to lead this culture shift from the 
highest levels.

Finally, if the previous are determined to 
be ineffective in addressing the concerns 
outlined in this motion, 

c. The removal of Dr. Shirley Ann Jackson 
as President of Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute.

So moved by anasha cummings '12

Seconded by Patrick gilmartin '15

this motion passed with a vote of 11/7/0 on 
28 november 2011.

Whereas the long term vision of the In-
stitute as well as many of the steps that 
have been taken over the past 10 years 
to transform the shape and direction of 
the Institute are commendable;

Whereas, based on the findings of the 
report, the Student Senate is concerned 
with the current state of the Institute and 
our ability to meet the goals set out in the 
vision of the Rensselaer Plan as well as 
the ability to meet immediate fundraising 
and faculty hiring goals; 

Whereas the Student Senate is particularly 
concerned with the broad sense of dissat-
isfaction and low morale among students, 
faculty, staff, and alumni, particularly the 
opposition to the direction of the Institute 
and President Jackson’s leadership;

Whereas, the Student Senate is concerned 
by personal accounts from students, fac-
ulty, staff, and administrators, of Presi-
dent Jackson’s leadership techniques, 
including top down leadership, abrasive 
style, existence of fear among staff and 
administrators, and lack of engagement 
on campus; 

Whereas, based on these findings and con-
cerns, the Student Senate is not confident 
that even if the leadership challenges were 
overcome, President Jackson has the rap-
port needed to rally the necessary support 
from the broad campus community towards 
the next phase of the implementation of 
the Rensselaer Plan;

the 42nd Student Senate hereby 
resolves:

to request a formal review of the current 
state of the Institute by the Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute Board of Trustees 
including confidential interviews with 
several constituencies, focusing on re-
view of the impact of President Jackson’s 
leadership style on the unity of vision and 
productivity of faculty and staff towards 
that vision; and
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table 1: universities used for comparison

Common data Set peer InStItutIonS:

boston university, carnegie mellon university, case Western university, cornell university, le-
high university, massachusetts Institute of technology, northeastern university, rice university, 
university of Pennsylvania, university of rochester, Worcester Polytechnic Institute.

 appendIx a:  
BaSIC InfoRmatIon
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unIVerSItIeS and foundatIonS WIth ComparaBLe endoWment SIzeS

University/Foundation Name Endowment 
(in millions) 

Percent 
Increase 

Middlebury College $783.23 11.9%

University of Kentucky $778.89 11.8%

Texas Tech University System $775.22 14.0%

Bowdoin College $753.53 9.5%

University of Tennessee System $728.73 9.6%

Saint Louis University $708.35 9.7%

Vassar College $699.49 6.2%

Carnegie Institute of Washington $691.98 8.7%

The University of Tulsa $691.92 7.0%

University of Arkansas & Foundation $673.12 7.9%

The University of Maryland 
Foundation 

$672.87 10.7%

University of Louisville Foundation $669.04 11.6%

Washington State University $668.87 7.9%

University of Colorado Foundation $665.44 12.2%

University of Alberta $654.33 19%

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute $629.73 2.8%

Brandeis University $620.20 11.0%

University of Miami $618.24 14.8%

Oberlin College $618.10 12.3%

Colgate University $614.36 9.5%

The Principia Corporation $607.26 14.7%

Santa Clara University $604.62 14.1%

Rutgers $603.08 10.7%

Berry College $592.31 6.1%

Macalester College $586.58 7.4%

Lafayette College $580.74 8.4%

Louisiana State University System $578.59 9.7%

Cooper Union for the Advancement of 
Science and Art 

$577.28 8.7%

Bryn Mawr College $573.67 9.9%

The University of Utah $567.81 10.6%

Pepperdine University $564.59 9.0%
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table 1: revenue at rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute over time [6]

 appendIx B:  
RenSSelaeR’S 
Revenue & expenSeS
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table 2: expenditure at rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute over time [6]
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